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ON WEAK SOLUTIONS OF A LINEAR PARABOLIC EQUATION IN A HILBERT SPACE
This paper deals with weak solutions of the linear parabolic equation where S^ denotes the lateral boundary of G^,. In the above problem the coefficients of M are real-valued functions, whereas the functions f^ (i=0,1,...,n), y and u take values in a Hilbert space H. We consider weak solutions of the problem (0.1), (0.2) which belong to Sobolev's space vl'°(;Gm} H)^. At first we derive some a'priori estimate 10 of this solutions in the norm of the space V«' (GT;H). This
)
' Throughout this paper we shall use the summation convention. 0) | ' This sjpace and the weak solution are defined in Sec.1.
-441 -estimate enables us to prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution mentioned. The last section of the paper contains a number of lemmas which.have been used in the previous sections.
The results of Seations 2 and 3 of this paper constitute an extension of corresponding ones concerning the scalar case (included in [5] ) to the case of any Hilbert space.
In paper [jl(f] there was considered the problem (0.1), (0.2) in the particular case where H was a Hilbert space of random variables. However in [10] the coefficients of M were random functions.Therefore the results of this paper concerning the problem (0.1)j (0.2) do not imply those obtained in [10] . 
We abbreviate C°(B;H) = C(B;H). Let
C^EjH) = f) C S (E;H). consisting of those functions which have a compact support in E. By Lp(BjH) (1<p<°,°) we denote the set of all functions u:B-*-H which are Bochner measurable and have the finite norm
The continuity and partial derivatives are understood in the strong sense.
-442 -Hp,B = (/l u M P <*) 
holds for sny function T) ev^' 1 (G T ) vanishing for t = T, wher8
Lemmas 4.20, 4.1 and assumptions (A) imply that
and 17 € W^''(G,p). So the integrals occuring in (1.6) exist. Then for any t 1 ,t 2 6 t^tg holds the equality
where is defined by (1*7) and G t ^ = G x(t 1 ,t 2 ).
Proof. Let us put Proceeding further like in the proofs of relations (2.24)--(2.26) of [10] and using products of norms similar to those occurring on the right-hand side of (2.10) we c'onclude that 
where c is a positive constant depending only on n, fi, }J1 and q. Proof. The uniqueness of solutions is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1. In order to prove the existence of a solution mentioned let us first consider the equation According to Theorem 2.1 we have 
Lemmas
In this section we state lemmas which were used in the previous sections. We retain notation concerning functional spaces introduced in Sec. One can find that u rn(">' fc )> • ,t) e L^i GjH) for almost all t e < 0 ,T>. ¡.loreover, relation (4.17) and Theorem XII.2.5 of [9l imply the existence of a subsequence (u ) such that k (4.13) lim || ll, (.,t) -u(.,t)||" r = 0 k-o® "
for almost all t €<0,T>. According to the above considerations there exists a s«t iTc<o,T>, 1^1,1= T such that (4.18) holds for t e 7 1 Take an arbitrary t e<o,T>\7'. Let tfc e T, k=1,2,... be a sequence convergent to tQ. Taking into account (4.21) and the uniform continuity of functions um with respect to t (in the space LgiGjH)) one can prove that (u(«,tk)) is a Cauchy sequence in L2(GjH). This implies the existence of a limit lim u.(.,tv.). k-00 * One can prove that the above limit is independent of the sequenoe (t^). So there exists a limit lim u(*,t).
-463 - I e m m a -5.19. If u e °^'°(G";H), then u(-. ,t) e W^GjH) foy almost all t e <D,T>.
Proof. One can easily find that for any function ue :^'°(GTjH) we have
